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About me
I am !7 years old 

I am a Mexican-American girl 

I am a Seventh day Adventist 

I have a dog named Koda

I love exploring new places of 
the world with my family 

I enjoy taking walks and hikes



Photo Mapping Project



Koda and I´s Walking Route
My project today will be based on my walking route that my dog and I take 
which is the Pilgrim neighborhood and Canterbury. It is a very nice walk path 
that many people take to walk their dogs, ride bikes, walk with friends, etc. It is 
a route that is very hilly which kicks in a better leg workout but little did I know 
that my daily route isn't as beneficial for everyone as it seemed and I never 
considered how Mobility Justice impacts my route.



Pilgrim Rd and Canterbury Rd 
Intersection 

No yellow bumps on 
crossing ends for blind 
people. Not safe, not 

beneficial for all.  



Pilgrim, Whitlock and 
Canterbury Rd Intersection

2 way stop sign with 4 
intersections.

Pilgrim and Whitlock Rd have 
no stop sign



Uneven Sidewalks

Always dirty, never picked 
up. Sticks and leaves 

which hide an uneven 
sidewalk.



Canterbury Rd and 
Raymond Rd Intersection
Pros: Crossing bumps!

Cons: No pedestrian cross sign

Cars go 35 mph or more down the 
hill

Crossing the sidewalk from 
Raymond rd to Canterberry Rd is 
dangerous 

Side walk to Canterbury curves and 
doesnt connect.

 Not safe!



Solution
There should be Pedestrian walking signs to help alert drivers that there could 
be a person crossing the road up ahead and to slow down. In both Pilgrim and 
Canterbury Rd ESPECIALLY Raymond intersection.

Canterbury´s sidewalks should be kept clean to see uneven side walks to help 
prevent an accident.

The Canterbury and Raymond Rd sidewalk should be connected and not 
curved for those whom cross roads with wheel chairs or any type of sidewalk 
transportation that people may use. 



My Experience
This project made me realize how selfish I am. Never did I imagine that my 
route needed fixes. I never imagined how many things could be fixed in my 
neighborhood and in my peer´s neighborhood. This project was a big eye 
opener for me and I hope this was also an eye opener for you. I enjoyed this 
project very much not only because Koda was apart of it but because it 
became an unforgettable experience. I hope to continue to help my 
community in any form I can to make it better and safe because I learned that 
1 voice can help many.



Future planning
Turned down many great opportunities because of 
anxiety

Applied to the HOPE program

My goal for this program was to learn new job 
opportunities that are still within the healthcare field

I plan on continuing to have an open mind on 
different carrers besides Forensic Pathology which by 
the way has always been my dream



Thank You!


